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🔥J-Ass🔥 
 
J-Ass Charged w/ Conspiracy to Hack a DOD Computer 
 
Freedom of the press doesn’t allow for cracking encrypted
PWs to hack & steal TS DoD info in an effort to
compromise US NatSec & our Democracy.  
 
Superseding Indictment incoming.  
 
WikiLeaks (GRU) Isn’t Whistleblowing
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🔥J-Ass2🔥 

 

📌Oct 2016: Trump mentioned Wikileaks 164 times in the last month of the 2016

elex, now claims it didn’t impact one voter 

 

📌Pompeo repeatedly cited WikiLeaks to attack Clinton during campaign  

 

📌Assange's Swedish accuser asks for rape case to be reopened in Sweden
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🔥J-Ass3🔥 

 

Clapper: 'Stunning & scary' that Barr wd raise spying allegation  

 

It’s called a FISA warrant for surveillance, not spying 

 

Comey: Barr's comments abt the FBI "spying" during ‘16: "I have no idea what the

heck he's talking abt." 

 

Barr Is the Most Dangerous Man in US
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Will Barr try to appoint Joe DiGenova SC in charge of ‘SpyGate’ like he did for the

‘PassPortGate’ 

 

GHWB staffers used gov’t resources to dig up dirt on WJC: DiGenova dismissed as

mere ‘shenanigans.’ 

 

📌Barr redactions could spark more displeasure from Mueller's team

0:00

🔥J-Ass6🔥 

 

📌Some see recent reports about 'frustration' with William Barr among Mueller's

investigators as a warning to the AG 

. 

📌Barr “might not have quite as much discretion without some consequences here,”  

 

📌Barr has “only has so much time & so much wiggle room" Tick Tock
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🔥J-Ass7🔥 

 

📌The game is to delay & redact Mueller's report as much as possible before its public

release, but the AG risks "further disclosures from SCO.” 

 

📌Barr, 🐢 & Mulvaney know the MR is incredibly damning & will try ANYTHING to

prevent its release as OSC intended.
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🔥J-Ass8🔥 

 

📌Trump Kids, Kush, Nunes, LG & Kebbler ... Tick Tock 

 

“Barr’s pal Joe diGenova blasted Mueller's probe & called DAG Rosenstein "the single

most fundamentally dishonest lawyer in America" who "deserves the guillotine." 

 

Besmirch the investigators is TeamTreason’s Op.
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📌Barr’s pal Joe DiGenova asked Trump to pardon Scooter Libby, adviser of Dick

Cheney, who was found guilty of perjury in an investigation revolving around leaks of

sensitive classified material.  

 

📌DiGenova is married to Libby's lawyer, Victoria Toensing
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📌Fun fact: Victoria Toensing teamed up w/ Linda Tripp to furnish Ken Starr w/ the

Lewinski tapes.  
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📌DiGenova frequently appears as an analyst & commentator on FoxNews & has

accused FBI officials of trying to "frame" Trump for "nonexistent" crimes.
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In April 2018, DiGenova called for the firing of DAG Rosenstein, said that Mueller's

team investigating Russian interference in the 2016 election were "legal terrorists"

and called former FBI Director James Comey "a dirty cop".  

 

#DesperateMeasures 🙄
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📌In May 2018 tweet, Trump quoted DiGenova as saying "The recusal of Jeff

Sessions was an unforced betrayal of the President of the United States." 🙄 

 

📌Trump U law degree? 

 

📌Trump even tried to recruit DiGenova to his legal team. 
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📌RoyCohen2.0�= Black 🎩
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Michael Avenatti has been indicted on 36 counts of fraud, perjury, failure to pay

taxes, embezzlement & other financial crimes. 

 

Ex-WH security clearance official Carl Kline to testify before House this month  

 

Brexit: UK and EU agree Brexit delay to 31 October
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📌Illinois Senate passes bill that would keep Trump off 2020 ballot unless he

releases tax returns  

 

📌Two Romanian Cybercriminals Convicted of All 21 Counts Relating to Infecting

Over 400,000 Victim Computers with Malware and Stealing Millions of Dollars
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📌There's a reason why Berniebros/JusticeDems & Trump supporters love Assange

equally. 

🐴👠 

 

📌They share the common goal of promoting ‘America-can-do-no-good’ & believe

anything that weakens US influence in the 🌎 as a net positive. 

 

📌Who else benefits? Putin/mob
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Rosenstein Defends DOJ Handling of Mueller Report 

 

DAG rebuts suggestions that Barr is trying to mislead  

 

Egypt withdraws from U.S.-led anti-Iran security initiative 

 

“The Guy Doing the Dirty Work” at Trump’s Int Dept is an Ex-Oil Lobbyist Straight

Out of the Swamp
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The Senate confirmed Trump's nominee to be the US amb to Saudi Arabia, a position

that has been vacant since before Trump took office in 2017. 

 

DOS warns Americans of kidnapping threat in dozens of countries 

 

IRS Seeks Billions in Taxes from Renaissance - $6.8 B owed
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‘You Shouldn’t Be Here’: Pence Pushes U.N. to Pull VZ Envoy’s Credentials 

 

📌Pence called for a formal recognition of Juan Guaidó as the rightful leader of

Venezuela, which he called “a failed state — and as history teaches, failed states know

no boundaries.”
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📌WVA Gov Family Owes Millions In Mining Violations 
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📌Wait times at border soar as officers are reassigned to address migrant issues 

 

📌Gregory Craig (DEM) indicted for false statements related to Ukraine work in

latest Mueller fallout
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In Vancouver, a new anti-💰💦 law will impact Trump’s company 

 

Internal memo contradicts DeVos on using federal money to buy guns for teachers 

 

Andrew Yang's campaign & supporters struggle to push away extremists, leaked

Discord chats show 

 

“Yang Gang” = 4Chan trolls
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The daughter of the kleptocratic ruler of Republic of Congo used millions of dollars of

apparently stolen state funds to buy a luxury apartment at the Trump International

Hotel & Tower in New York City 

 

Sudan's Omar al-Bashir forced out in coup
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Minnesota arrests 58 in child sex sting during NCAA Final Four weekend 

 

Reparations for Slavery, Shelved for Decades, Is on the Table for 2020 Elex 

 

Feds seize $4.5 million Avenatti plane amid tax scandal 

 

China's spreading influence in Eastern Europe worries West
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